Abstract. The coincidence of the declarative and procedural interpretations of logic programs does not apply to Prolog programs, due to the depth-first left-to-right evaluation strategy of Prolog interpreters. We propose a new semantics for Prolog programs based on a new fourvalued logic. The semantics is based on a new concept of completion analogous to Clark's and it enjoys the nice properties of the declarative semantics of logic programming: existence of the minimal Herbrand model, equivalence of the model-theoretic and operational semantics.
Introduction
One of the most attractive features of the logic programming paradigm is the equivalence between its declarative and procedural reading. When looked at as a first order theory, a collection of Horn clauses can be characterized by its minimal Herbrand model; when looked at as a set of procedure definitions, a collection of Horn clauses can be characterized by its success set, which coincides with the minimal Herbrand model. Unfortunately, it is well known that this equivalence is lost when moving from logic programming to Prolog programming, the reason being that Prolog interpreters use, for efficiency reasons, a depth-first left-toright computation strategy. As a consequence, the declarative semantics of logic programming cannot be adopted as the abstract logical semantics for Prolog programs. For this reason, usually the semantics of Prolog is defined using nonlogical frameworks [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17] . When dealing with computational issues, one has to abandon classical 2-valued logic and has to move to multiple-valued logic. A first attempt is to adopt a 3-valued logic where the third truth value (undefined) is introduced to model non-terminating computations (see, e.g. [1, 2, 14, 16, 19] ). It is worth noting that the 3-valued approach has been successfully used to give a semantics also to logic programming with negation. However, these 3-valued based semantics do not allow to model the computational behaviour of Prolog.
In this paper we propose a logical semantics for pure Prolog (without extralogical features and negation) based on a four-valued logic. Roughly speaking, the fourth truth value is intended to model a computation in which a success is "followed by" a non-termination as in the computation of the goal ~-p with respect to the Prolog program {p, p (--p}.
The semantics is based on the notion of sequential completion of a Prolog program, which differs from Clark's completion in that the standard connectives A and V are replaced by two new connectives A (sequential conjunction) and V (sequential disjunction). These connectives are suitably defined on our fourvalued logic and their logical meaning reflect the computational behaviour of Prolog: A models the left-most computation rule of Prolog, while V models the search strategy, i.e. the sequential use of the clauses in a program.
The semantics we propose for Prolog enjoys the nice properties of the declarative semantics of logic programming (existence of the minimal Herbrand model, equivalence of the model-theoretic and operational semantics).
For the sake of clarity, in this paper we first explore our approach for propositional Prolog, and then we extend it to full, pure Prolog. The main difficulty in moving from propositional to pure Prolog stands in the semantics of the existential quantification. In this respect, we introduce the concept of sequential existential quantification and we give its meaning in our four-valued logic.
Preliminaries
In this section we will provide the basic notions of multiple-valued logics and logic programming.
There are different ways to present multiple-valued logics (see, e.g. [13, 23, 21] ). Here, we basically follow the approach of [21] based on valuation systems.
We refer to a first-order language s with predicate symbols 7 ), variables l) and function symbols 5 r. The ground term algebra over ~" is denoted by T(~'). The non-ground term algebra over 5 r and 1) is denoted by T(~', V). The set of atoms constructed from predicate symbols in P and terms from T(2", l)) is denoted Am(P, Y:, V) or Am for short.
A valuation system for a language s is tuple (7-, 7), 7~, ~) where: i) 7" is the set of truth values, with at least two elements; ii) 7) is the set of designated truth values, a non-empty proper subset of T; iii) T~ is a set of functions interpreting the connectives of the logic; iv) ~ is a set of functions interpreting the quantifiers of the logic.
Note that using valuation systems, we can assign different meanings to connectives and quantifiers.
An assignment c~ relative to a valuation system (T,7),7~,~) is a pair a = (p, I), where I is a non-empty set of individuals and p is a function which maps variables and ground terms to elements of I, and each predicate symbol p to a function I n --* 7-, where n is the arity of p.
Each assignment o~ induces an interpretation (or valuation) va of a sentence in the language, inductively defined on the structure of the sentence and based on T~ and ~ as far as the interpretation of connectives and quantifiers is concerned. An interpretation v~ is a model for a sentence r iff v,(r E 7). Given two formulae r r we say that r is a logical consequence of r denoted by r ~ r iff va(r I) E 7), for all models v~ of r As an example, classical first order logic is a multiple valued logic in which 7" = {t, f}, :D = {t}, and the connectives and quantifiers are interpreted as usual.
We assume that the reader is familiar with logic programming, and so we recall only some basic definitions. For the concepts which are not reported here, the reader can refer to [18, 3] .
Given a first order language s a logic program over Z: is a set of definite clauses of the form A ~--B where A is an atom and B is a conjunction B1A.. A search rule is a strategy for searching SLD-trees. An SLD-refutation procedure is specified by a computation rule together with a search rule. Success branches in a SLD-tree are the ones ending in the empty goal, while failure branches are the ones ending in a non-empty node without children.
The operational semantics of Prolog corresponds to a particular way of constructing and visiting SLD-trees, which can be formalized as follows. A Prologtree is an SLD-tree such that: i) the computation rule is the left-most one; ii) the children of a non-leaf node are obtained (from left to right) by considering the clauses in the textual order they appear in the program.
Finally, the operational semantics of Prolog corresponds to the left-most depth-first visit of the Prolog-tree for a given goal.
Our semantics is based on a notion of completion of a logic program which is similar to Clark's completion [11] . The latter has been originally introduced by Clark in order to provide a declarative semantics to negation as finite failure. However (variants of) Clark's completion have been adopted to capture the logical meaning of Prolog, and this is the case also for our approach. Let us briefly recall the definition of Clark's completion. The completion of a Prolog program P, denoted by cornp(P) is the collection of the completed definitions of the predicates in p E :P, equipped with the axioms of Clark's equality theory which force --to be interpreted as syntactic identity.
Related works
There are several papers dealing with a logical description of the Prolog semantics.
In [10] , a translation from a propositional Prolog program P to a linear logic theory LTp is given, and the soundness and completeness of the translation is proved: the goal A succeeds under the Prolog evaluation iff LTp I"tin A, and A fails iff LTp ~-Iin A • 9
A similar approach, using first order logic, is developed in [24] . A new completion of programs, g-completion is defined. The g-completion is a theory in a language extended by new predicates which expresses the success, failure and termination of goals. If the Prolog evaluation of a goal succeeds, fails or terminates, then the corresponding formulas, in the extended language, are provable from the g-completion. Conversely, if it is provable, in the g-completion, that a goal succeeds and terminates, then the goal has a successful Prolog evaluation.
These approaches, although able to logically describe the successes and failures of Prolog computation, do not capture an important aspect of computations, that is non-termination. To model infinite computations a new value is used, namely the undefined value u. The introduction of this new value leads to the use of a multiple-valued logic as a tool for describing the operational behaviour of logic programs.
Examples of semantic definitions based on three-valued logic are the ones of [14, 16, 19] . These logical semantics are defined for pure logic programming, that is they model an operational behaviour based on fair SLD-trees visited by a breadth-first strategy.
In [2] , a semantics for Prolog in a logical style is presented. This logical semantics is proved correct with respect to an operational one, which essentially mimics the left-most depth-first visit of a Prolog tree. The left-most depth-first search rule is taken into account by using the completion of programs and by giving a sequential interpretation to the disjunction in the right part of each predicate completed definition. Of course, in this case, the order of the arguments of the disjunction is essential. This order must respect exactly the order of clauses. Moreover the left-to-right computation rule is modelled by the sequential interpretation of the conjunction.
To define the semantics with respect to the completion of a program, [2] generalizes the standard notion of goal, in the style of [20] . A goal is a formula defined as follows: (i) a truth value f or t, or (ii) an atom, or (iii) s = t, where s, t are possibly non ground terms, or (iv) G A G I, G V G ~, 3x.G, where G and G' are goals.
As an example consider the Prolog program p(t) ~ q(~7), p(~) ~ r(~7). where t, t ~, ~, s' are sequences of terms. Its completion is given by
where y, z are the sequences of variables occurring in the two clauses respectively, and ~ t is an abuse of notation to indicate all the equations having in the left part a variable in ~ and in the right part the corresponding term in t.
The semantics of Prolog is obtained by giving an order to the evaluation of V, so that, when evaluating the definition ofp(~), the part corresponding to the first clause is examined first, and the second part is evaluated only if the evaluation of the first one yields f. The evaluation order of A is defined analogously. Notice that the evaluation order of V models the sequential use of the clauses, while the one of A models the left-most computation rule.
More formally [2] gives the semantics in terms of the three truth values, {t, f, u} 2 with the interpretation of V and A given by the following valuation functionv mapping ground formulas on truth values.
Unfortunately, this interpretation of the connectives fails to provide a complete logical specification of Prolog semantics.
Consider the following propositional Prolog program (in completed form) p ~-* q V loop. loop ~-. loop. q ~-* true. r ~-* false. where the computation of the predicate loop is infinite. In the three-valued logic this behaviour is modelled by assigning the truth value u to loop.
Consider the two goals p and r. It is easy to see that, by using the valuation function v and the predicate definitions, the first one has truth value t, while the second one f. Consider now the goal p A r which is equivalent, by using the definition of p, to (q V loop) A r. By using the values of q, loop and r and the valuation function v we obtain the result f, but this is not the result we get by a Prolog interpreter. In fact, due to backtracking, the goal p A r would run indefinitely, thus its truth value should be u.
If we expand the definition of p and we apply the distributivity of V on A we obtain, from p A r, the goal (q A r) V (loop A r), which has the right value u.
Intuitively, the problem comes from the fact that the valuation function v cannot model backtracking on different alternatives in a predicate definition. It Actually, one more value, n, is used to model floundering of negation. We do not consider it, since in this paper we do not take negation into account.
works properly only on goals in which the alternatives are "compiled", by applying distributivity, in a disjunction. For this reason, [2] gives semantics to Prolog programs in two steps. In the first one a goal is transformed into a O-formula, that is a formula in which all disjunctions are the immediate subformulas of either a negation or other disjunctions. Then, the valuation function is applied to these formulas to get the correct truth value. In the above example, (q A r) V (loop A r) is a O-formula, while (q V loop) A r is not.
Although [2] represents a step towards the definition of a logical semantics of Prolog, the approach is not completely satisfactory. It is not a true logical semantics because it is not compositional on all the possible goals. In the previous example, the true value of p A r is not given simply by the and of the values of p and r. To get the correct value we have to apply a transformation, which has the sound of making some computation steps, to get a formula in the O-form.
In the following section we will present a four-valued logic which can be used to give a compositional true logical semantics of Prolog. The fourth truth value, which is denoted by t=, models the computational behaviour of a goal which has at least one solution, but whose computation is infinite.
A first intuition on the use of this fourth truth value can be found in [19] , in which a value corresponding to t~ was used to model an SLD-tree with both infinite and success branches. However, this is not suitable for the semantics of Prolog, because a solution for a goal is given only if the success branch, corresponding to this solution, has no infinite branches on the left.
A Logical Semantics for Propositional Prolog
Our aim is to give a compositional logical semantics to Prolog by using a fourvalued logic. For the sake of clarity, we first define the semantics of propositional Prolog. In the next Section this semantics is extended to full Prolog.
A propositional logic program is a collection of definite clauses from a language s in which 2" = 0.
A four-valued logic
In this section we introduce the valuation system 124 defining the four-valued logic we will use to provide propositional Prolog with a logical semantics.
As mentioned in the previous section, the idea is to extend the usual threevalued logic by a fourth truth value, t~, which is intended to model an infinite Prolog tree which has at least a successful branch to the left of the first infinite one. Moreover, the connectives A and V are interpreted in a sequential manner, in order to reflect the operational behavior of Prolog. Since the semantics of a Prolog program P is given in terms of (a variant of) its Clark's completion, we directly define our valuation system with respect to the language of Clark's completion.
Definition 1. The valuation system 124 = (T4,2)4, 7~4) is defined as follows:
(i) T4 : {f,u,t~,t}
The constants false and true have meaning f and t respectively, while the meaning of the connectives A, V and ~ is given by the following functions belonging to T~4.
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Let us explain intuitively the above definitions. The interpretation of A mimics the computation corresponding to a conjunction of goals. Since t is intended to model a finite success, if it is the first argument of a sequential conjunction the result is equivalent to the second argument. An argument equal to tu models a computation in which there is at least a success and then it is infinite; if it is the first argument of a sequential conjunction, the resulting computation is still infinite, but the existence of a success, in the whole computation, depends on the value of the second argument. Finally a value f or u for the first argument is the result of the whole computation.
On the other hand, the interpretation of V mimics the result of exploring different alternatives in a computation of a Prolog goal. The first argument equal to t models the fact that we have got a finite success in the computation of the first alternative; of course, if the second argument corresponds to an infinite computation the result must reflect it. If the first argument is tu we have at least a success and an infinite computation independently from the behaviour of the second alternative. Obviously, when the first alternative has a finite computation without successes, the result of the whole computation is the one of the second alternative, and, finally, when the first alternative has an infinite computation without successes, we cannot pass to examine the second one.
Finally, the ~-~ connective is defined in the expected way also in our fourvalued logic, that is it has t if and only if the two arguments have the same truth value. Otherwise its value is f.
Semantics of Propositional Prolog
The semantics of a propositional Prolog program P is given in terms of its sequential completion s_comp(P), which is similar to Clark's completion. The only difference is that, when constructing the sequential completion of a program P, the textual order in which atoms occurs in the body of a clause as well as the textual order in which clauses defining a predicate p occur in P determine exactly the order in which their transformations occur in the disjunction of conjunctions which form the completed definition of p. Due to its similarity with the definition of Clark's completion, we omit the definition of s_comp(P).
Of course, we have to give also a new definition of goal.
Definition2. A goal is a formula defined as follows: (i) the constant false or the constant true, or (ii) an atom, or (iii) G A G', G V G', where G and G' are goals.
The first important observation is that in our four-valued logic we can logically model backtracking, as stated by the following proposition. Recall that a model of a formula, in a valuation system 12 = (T, :D, ~'), is an interpretation vp, where p is an assignment, which assigns to the formula a truth value in l) (the truth value t in the case of our valuation system 124).
Proposltion3. Given three goals, G, G ~ and G ~, in propositional Proiog, every interpretation is a model of the formula ((a V a') A a") ~ ((G A G") V (G' A G"))
Stated otherwise, the formulas (G V G') A G u and (G A G") V (G' A G") are equivalent, i.e. they have the same truth value in every interpretation.
Let us consider the sequential completion of the example of Section 3. p ~ qV loop. loop ~ loop. q ~ true. r ~ false. Assigning the truth value u to loop, the value of p is now tu and hence the value of the goal p A r is u.
It is important to remark that the classical properties of V and A are not preserved in our valuation system. For example, the formulas G A (G' V G t') and (G A G ~) V (G A G") are not equivalent 3. However, we are interested in maintaining the properties which model the evolution of Prolog computations. In this respect, notice that (G A G ~) V (G A G ~') does not model the evolution of the computation of the goal G A (G ~ V G~). Now, we can define the model-theoretic semantics of propositional Prolog as the minimal model of s_comp(P) with respect to a suitable ordering between assignments. This ordering is the pointwise ordering obtained from an ordering between the four truth values based on the following Hasse diagram. Detinition4. Given a propositional language s = (7), 19) , let p,p~ : 7) ~ •4 be two assignments relative to the valuation system 124. We say that p is less than or equal than p', denoted by p _<k P~, ifffor all atoms p E P we have p(p) _<k p'(p).
It is easy to see that the set of assignments relative to 124 is a complete partial order with respect to _<k. 
Proposition5. Given a propositional Prolog program P, the set of all models of s_comp(P) has a minimal element with respect to in <k.

Lemma7. Let P be a propositional Prolog program, and 7"p be the operator associated with P. Then the following facts hold: i} :Tt, is monotonic with respect to <k, and ii) a valuation vp is a model of s_comp(P) iff p is a fixpoint of Tp.
As a consequence, we have that the interpretation vp induced by the least fixpoint of the 7"p operator is the minimal model of s_comp(P). Finally, we show that the minimal model of s_comp(P) reflects indeed the operational behaviour of Prolog.
Theorem 8. Let P be a propositional Prolog program, A4 the minimal model of s_comp(P) and G a goal:
Azl(G) = tiff the Prolog-tree of P and G is finite and contains at least one success branch .A4(G) = f iff the Prolog-tree of P and G is finite and does not contain any success branch A//(G) = tu iff the Prolog-tree of P and G is infinite, and it contains at least a success branch on the left of the first infinite branch Ad(G) = u iff the Prolog-tree of P and G is infinite, and it contains no success branch on the left of the first infinite branch.
[]
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Pure Prolog
In this section we extend the logical semantics to pure Prolog. Without loss of generality, we consider only Prolog programs in which all the clause heads are pairwise not unifiable. Given a program in which this property does not hold, it is easy to construct a new program, by adding an extra argument to any predicate, which has the property. For example, the
As a consequence of the introduction of variables and terms, we have to give a new definition of goal. In the following, for the sake of brevity, we will denote a conjunction of equations sl = tl A s2 = t~ A ... A sk = tk simply by s = t Definition9. A goal is a formula defined as follows: (i) a constant false or true, or (ii) an atom, or (iii) a conjunction of equations s = t, or (iv) G A G', G V G', qx.G, where G and G ~ are goals.
Note that the axioms of the Clark's equality theory force = to be interpreted as syntactic identity also in the four-valued logic.
To give a logical semantics to Prolog we have to give a meaning to 3. It is worth noting that the meaning of a formula 3x.G, cannot be simply given classically by the disjunction of G[x := t] under all possible assignments for x.
Actually, the disjunction must be interpreted as a form of sequential disjunction, and the assignments have to be considered following a special order.
To In the following we define the order in which the assignments for the variables must be taken to model the computational behaviour of Prolog.
We consider a denumerable set of indexed variables, 13 ~q = {x~-I ~ is a sequence of binary digits}. We will denote by ~ :: m the sequence composed by the sequence ~ followed by the digit m. We assume that I) f3 1) ~q = 0, where V is the set of variables in the underlying language.
Definitionl0. Given the denumerable set 1; ~eq of variables, a total variable assignment (a total assignment for short) is a total function s :
1) seq ~-+ T(.7:).
A total assignment is an assignment of ground terms in the language l: to all the variables in V ~eq. Total assignments are used to give a meaning to existentially quantified goals. The order among total assignments is based on the following definitions.
Definitionll. Given a goal G in the first-order language/: = (5, P, l; U 1;'eq), we say that G is V-closed iff all the free variables occurring in G belong to r seq . Intuitively, a total assignment s must occur before a total assignment s' iff in the left-most inner-most visit of the definition of G a set of equations is found which is satisfied by s and not by s'. Note that in the visit, each encountered existential variable belonging to 1; is substituted by a free fresh one from ])seq. Thinking operationally, s corresponds to the bindings of a branch in the Prologtree for the goal G which is on the left of a branch (if any) s' corresponds to. Note that we assume the clause heads pairwise not unifiable, thus the bindings corresponding to different branches are different.
Proposition14.
Let P be a Prolog program, G a goal, ,4 the set of all total assignments and )~ the empty sequence of binary digits. The relation -.<(~ ) between assignments is a non-reflexive ordering relation on ,4.
Proof. Based on the fact that no clause heads are unifiable.
In the following, we will denote the ordered set by (,4, j(x)~ Note that, in -~G 1" (,4,-~)) we can have infinite chains whose limits do not belong to ,4. This because a limit of a chain can be an assignment which substitutes infinite terms for variables. To obtain the truth value of a Prolog goal, we need to "close" (,4, .~(~))4 by extending it with the limits of the chains. Definition 15. Let (,4,-<~)) be an ordered set of all assignments, T~176 ") the set of infinite terms built from symbols in ~', and ,4c~ the set of total assignments s : l) 8eq ~-* T(~') U T~176 We define ,4 as the set ,4 U {sis E ,400 such that s is the limit of an infinite chain in (,4, -<~))} In the following we will denote an ordered closed set of all the assignments as Given a goal G, we can obtain its truth value with respect to the ordered closed set of all the assignments, (A, -<(~)). Finally we can give the truth value of a goal. The replacement of the existential variable by a fresh one in 1; "eq starting from A produces p(xo). The truth value of the goal is then obtained as the infinite sequential disjunction V ,E(~,<(~ ')) This corresponds to the infinite disjunction t V t V ... V u, thus the initial goal has value t~. This models the operational behaviour of the Prolog goal p(x) which has infinite Prolog-tree with infinitely many success branches on the left of the infinite one.
Conclusions
We have shown how Prolog programming can be given a logical semantics based on a four-valued logic. Besides the usual undefined truth value, we have a fourth truth value tu which models the computation of a goal which succeeds (at least once) and then loops. Future work will concentrate mainly on two issues. First of all, we plan to extend it to normal Prolog programs (i.e. Prolog programs with negation-as-failure), possibly adapting the approach of [2] where an extra truth value N is introduced to model floundering. On the other hand, we plan to explore the possibility of further extending the approach to cope with other extra-logical features of Prolog.
